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Interview with fund manager Bernhard Selinger on the development of the fund and the stock exchanges amid corona, his current strategy for the megatrends equity fund, and his opinion on
the current situation.

Equities in the technology and growth segments were among those hit by the spreading of COVID-19 in March. What was the impact on ERSTE FUTURE
INVEST, and how has it performed in the current environment?

The market was unable to avoid the market distortions but has lost considerably less than the global equity market. By the end of March, the fund had shed about 15% of its value, as
compared to minus 20% for the global equity market.

This means that the idea of a concentrated trend portfolio with a long-term focus and title selection on the basis of qualitative criteria has passed its litmus test. The broad thematic
diversification of the megatrends, including healthcare, environment, and technology, was beneficial in the downward phase.

The equity markets are currently subject to very high volatility. How are investors reacting to this phase?

The continuous inflow into the fund suggests that investors are keeping cool and are using market spikes to invest. Due to the average cost effect, savings plans are also very popular when
it comes to smoothing price fluctuations.

We used falling prices to selectively increase existing positions. In particular, US blue chips in software and e-commerce have become more attractive again from a valuation standpoint.

At the moment, many of us are spending our time at home and also work from there. What companies have been hardest hit by this trend, and what
companies may even benefit from this situation?

Sectors that are directly affected by the stay-at-home orders such as cinemas, restaurants, and cafés, are having a particularly difficult time. In contrast to the purchase of a new TV set or a
new car, which can easily be postponed for a few weeks, the consumption these specific sectors lose out on cannot usually be recovered at a later date.

Someone working from home who does not buy his usual cup of coffee on the way to work will probably not buy six of them once he can go outside again.

At the same time, there are companies that have been less severely affected or that have even benefited from the quarantine situation. In the context of the fund, these are for example Sun
Art Retail, a Chinese supermarket operator with strong focus on online orders, and the Chinese logistics company ZTO Express.

These companies have benefited from the strong domestic increase in demand for home deliveries. GDS Holdings, an operator of server farms in China, has profited from the strong
increase in internet use (home office, e-learning, gaming etc.).

“COVID-19 will subside. The challenges of climate change remain.”

Bernhard Selinger, Fund Manager ERSTE FUTURE INVEST

Does the recent oil price slump have any effect on the fund?  

Due to their business model, we do not accept companies from the immediately affected sectors such as oil and gas production into our future-oriented fund anyway. That being said, the
sharp decline in the oil price has still had an impact on the portfolio, because shares from the renewable energies sector were also sucked into the maelstrom of correcting oil prices.

https://www.erste-am.at/de/private-anleger/fonds/erste-future-invest/AT0000A296D0
http://www.sunartretail.com/en/global/home.php
https://en.zto.com/International.html
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From my point of view, excessively so: there is no direct relationship between the oil price and the demand for renewable sources of energy such as solar or wind power. Oil only accounts
for less than 5% of global electricity production. The main fuels in this context are natural gas and coal.

Also, solar and wind power are more competitive than in the past due to massive investments in the sector and continuously falling production costs. At the moment, we can only see a
generally lower demand for power due to the currently lower economic activity. Still, to put it pointedly: COVID-19 will subside, but the challenges of climate change remain.

Healthcare is also part of the future-oriented sectors in the fund. At the moment, the search is on for a vaccine or medication against COVID-19. Does the
fund invest in companies that might benefit from this?

Absolutely, most recently we have seen promising reports from Abbott Laboratories, a global leader in medical engineering and market leader in diagnostic equipment for blood analysis.
60% of the global blood and plasma donations, for example, are screened by Abbot equipment.

At the moment, Abbott laboratory equipment (m2000 line) is being used in the USA for large-scale PCR tests (polymerase chain reaction) in search for COVID-19 and antibodies. Some 175
machines are in operation across the USA in universities and hospitals. They are automatically analysing thousands of tests around the clock.

What will be next on the stock exchange?

We witnessed a strong increase again last week. Of course, that supports our optimism for the weeks ahead. But we have to stay realistic: a lot depends on how quickly the global economy
can get back on track. Investors may have to brace for volatile prices, depending on the news flow. But the virus cannot stop the megatrends.

What advice do you currently give your investors?

As pointed out earlier, we are happy that some of the earlier losses have already been recovered. This makes us optimistic for the medium to long term. The s fund savings plan with regular
deposits is a good way of investing if you believe in the future and the potential of megatrends. And you need to relax and keep cool.

About the fund  ERSTE FUTURE INVEST

ERSTE FUTURE INVEST is an actively managed, global equity fund that invests in megatrends (i.e. future-oriented themes). Shares are selected from one or more of the following trends:
healthcare and pension, lifestyle, technology and innovation, environment and clean energy, and emerging markets.
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Dieter Kerschbaum
Communications Specialist Austria, Erste Asset Management
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